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We present a novel quantum Monte Carlo method based on a path integral in Fock space, whic
allows the computation of finite-temperature properties of a many-body nuclear system with a monopo
pairing interaction in the canonical ensemble. It enables an exact calculation of the thermodynam
variables such as the internal energy, the entropy, or the specific heat, from the measured moments
the number of hops in a path of nuclear configurations. Monte Carlo calculations for a single-shel
sh11y2d6 model are consistent with an exact calculation from the many-body spectrum in the seniority
model.

PACS numbers: 21.60.Ka, 02.70.Lq, 21.10.Ma, 21.60.Cs
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In the last decade, many advances in the solution of
nuclear many-body problem have become possible du
the development of quantum Monte Carlo (MC) metho
Standard Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) metho
have been used to perform a microscopic calculation
the ground state of nuclei up toA  6 with realistic in-
teractions [1,2]. Recently, a path-integral quantum Mo
Carlo method has also been devised to explore the m
scopic properties of nuclei at finite temperature [3]. T
method, called shell model Monte Carlo (SMMC), uses
Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation of the many-bo
propagator to express observables as path integrals of
body propagators in fluctuating auxiliary fields. It has be
used successfully to treat shell-model spaces larger
those accessible to conventional methods [4–6]. In
Letter, we explore an alternative quantum MC meth
based on a path integral in Fock space, that allows the
culation of thermodynamic properties of the many-bo
system. The observables are obtained through the
computation of path integrals in Fock space, rather t
in a space of auxiliary fields as in SMMC, or in a sp
tial (and spinyisospin) coordinate space as in GFMC. O
main advantage is that it yields a proper description
excited nuclei in terms of a canonical ensemble, with
having to be concerned with particle-number projecti
The method permits considering large model spaces, s
it avoids an explicit enumeration of the many-body sta
The results are in principle exact, i.e., they are subject o
to controllable sampling errors. The time-discretization
ror, inherent to traditional path-integral MC methods (s
e.g., [5]), isabsenthere due to the discrete nature of t
states in Fock space.

An important motivation for an exact treatment of the
mal properties of nuclei comes from the description
low-energy reactions, which depend crucially on level d
sities. In situations where the levels cannot be measu
as, for example, in the very neutron-rich nuclei involv
in r-process nucleosynthesis, one still relies on semip
nomenological level densities to calculate cross sect
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[7]. In this Letter, we study a specific nuclear interactio
the pairing force, which exhibits the simplicity and effi
ciency of the proposed MC technique. It is well know
that the finite-temperature BCS theory describes the p
ing phase transition poorly because of particle-num
fluctuations; this transition occurs at a temperature co
sponding to an excitation energy of interest in many cas
Therefore, even if more refined methods have been
vised such as the static-path approximation [8], an ex
treatment is of a great help. The present work offe
the perspective that, using an adequate procedure to
cumvent the “sign problem” generic to fermionic system
[9], more general interactions could also be described
our path-integral MC method in Fock space; this is und
investigation.

Consider aN-nucleon system with a monopole pairin
interaction, described by the Hamiltonian

H 
VX

k1

eksay
k ak 1 a

y
2ka2kd

2

VX
k,k01

Gk,k0 a
y
k0a

y
2k0a2kak , (1)

wherek and 2k are time-reversed conjugate orbitals
energyek. Our MC simulation is based on a random wa
in Fock space, where the two-body pairing interaction c
be seen as a pair hopping term [10]; a pair of nucleons
orbits sk, 2kd hops tosk0, 2k0d with an amplitudeGk,k0 .
The set of basis states of our Fock space, i.e., config
tions ofN nucleons in2V orbitals, are denoted asC in the
following. Because of the particular form ofH, the hop-
ping term doesnot act on unpaired nucleons; therefore,
thisC representation, one is considering a “mixed” syste
where unpaired nucleons behave like “classical” particl
while pairs are “bosonlike” particles (with a hard-core i
teraction preventing two pairs from occupying the sam
orbit pair). The thermodynamic properties of this syste
are determined from a path-integral MC computation
the density matrix. The decomposition of that matrix
C space,rsC, C0d ; kCje2bH jC0l, satisfies the so-called
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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“sign rule”; i.e., all matrix elements are non-negative, b
cause the pairing interaction is attractivesGk,k0 $ 0d. As
a consequence, this system can be efficiently simulate
quantum MC inC space. When treating more general
teractions, paths of positive and negative sign that ten
cancel each other might contribute to the path integra
Fock space, thereby requiring to devise a specific solu
to that sign problem for efficiently simulating the system

In order to treat the operatore2bH in C representation
we work in an interaction picture, writingH  H0 1

H1 where H0 and H1 are the diagonal and off-diagon
parts ofH, respectively. We start with Green’s functio
v
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GsC, C0; td in imaginary time (̄h  1), a solution of the
integral equation

Gstd  G0std 2
Z t

0
dt0 G0st0dH1Gst 2 t0d , (2)

where G0std ; e2tH0 , diagonal in C space, plays the
role of a “free-particle” propagator. The pair hoppin
term H1  2

P
kfik0 Gk,k0 a

y
k0a

y
2k0a2kak can be seen as a

“interaction” Hamiltonian. Applying Eq. (2) recursively
yields an expansion of the full propagator in terms
number of pair hops
Gstd  G0std 2
Z t

0
dt1 G0st1dH1G0st 2 t1d 1

Z Z
0#t1#t2#t

dt1 dt2 G0st1dH1G0st2 2 t1dH1G0st 2 t2d 2 · · · . (3)
over
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This expansion suggests one can perform integration o
the paths inC space with a MC simulation simply by
sampling the timest1, t2, . . . at which pair hops occur, and
the configurationsC in each interhop interval.

Consider now the MC calculation of thermodynam
averages in the canonical ensemble. The thermal ex
tation value of an observableO at inverse temperatureb,
kOlb ; TrsOe2bH dyTrse2bH d, is derived by a stochas
tic calculation of the partition functionZsbd  Trse2bHd.
Using the expansion of the many-body Green’s functi
GsC, C0; td in C space,Zsbd can be written as a path inte
gral over chains of configurations, notedCstd, periodic in
time (of periodb), having pair hops at timest1, t2, . . . , tD.
HereD ; DfCstdg is the number of hops [11] in the chai
Cstd, and it can be any non-negative integerexcluding
1. It is the periodic boundary condition which forbid
D  1, and we will see below that it has important co
sequences. Note that, due to particle indistinguishabil
periodic chains which make an overall pair permutati
in one period have also to be considered. Thus, in
der to calculate thermodynamic averages by MC, one
to sample the whole ensemble of chains of configuratio
hCstdj with variableD fi 1 by use of the Metropolis algo-
rithm [12]. That algorithm permits one to sample a cha
Cstd with a probability proportional to its weightWfCstdg
in Zsbd, given from Eq. (3) by

W fCstdg dt1 dt2 · · · dtD  exphAfCstdgj
DY

i1

Gk,k0 sid dti .

(4)
HereAfCstdg  2

Rb

0 E1bsssCstdddd dt is the action in imagi-
nary time corresponding to the one-body energyE1b of
the configurations, andGk,k0 sid is the amplitude associate
with the ith hop in the chain. Since the propagator do
not hop unpaired nucleons, the latter stay on the sa
orbit along the chain; their contribution toE1b is constant
in time, simply giving an additive constant to the action

Now, making use of the symmetry in imaginary time—
all possible timest at which the observableO is inserted
in the chainCstd when calculatingkOlb are equivalent—
er
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,
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one can write thermal expectation values as averages
pathsand over insertion timest. This givesHfCstdg 
EfCstdg 2 Dyb as an estimator for the energy, wit
EfCstdg  b21

Rb

0 E1bsssCstdddd dt being the one-body en
ergy averaged along the chainCstd. An estimate of the
internal energy is then obtained by

U ; kHlb 2 E0 . kkHfCstdgllCstd 2 E0 , (5)

where E0 stands for the ground state energy (extrac
from the b ! ` limit) and kk?ll denotes a MC average
over the sampled chainsCstd. Thus,U is a function of the
average number of hops along the chainkkDll (any addi-
tional hop gives on average the contribution2b21 to U).
The same reasoning yields an estimate of the pair occu
tion probability in thekth orbital,knklb . kknkfCstdgllCstd,
with nkfCstdg  b21

Rb

0 nksssCstdddd dt. Thus, the occupa-
tion of thekth orbital, averaged along each chainCstd and
averaged over the sampled chains, simply yields the e
quantum expectation value ofnk at inverse temperatureb.
One can also obtain an estimator of the specific heat fr
the variance of the energy,C  b2 VarhHj, which is given
by

C . b2 VarhHfCstdgjCstd 2 kkDllCstd . (6)

Thus, the specific heat depends on the variance of
number of hops along the chain, and on the correlat
between the number of hopsD and the averaged one-bod
energyEfCstdg of a chain. Finally, the entropyS in the
canonical ensemble can be estimated by use of MC (
below). Then, the level density can be calculated via
saddle-point approximation asrsUd  beSys2pCd1y2,
using the MC estimates forS and C. This provides a
natural extension to the MC approach to level densit
for noninteracting nucleons suggested in [13].

A general difficulty related to the Metropolis method
to find an efficient algorithm for generating trial move
[i.e., for creating a newCstd from the current one], which
2421
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has a non-negligible acceptance rate and a reasonably
autocorrelation time. The details of a general algorithm
sampling the pathsCstd will be reported elsewhere. Fo
illustrative purposes, we focus in this Letter on the ca
of a single-shell model (ek  0) with a constant pairing
strengthG. This model, called the seniority model [14
can been solved exactly using quasispin formalism, allo
ing us to demonstrate the validity of the MC procedu
Defining the seniority quantum numbers (s  0, 2, . . . , N
for even N , only considered here), theN-body energy
levels areEsN, sd  2GsN 2 sd s2V 2 s 2 N 1 2dy4
with a degeneracydssd  s V

sy2 d 2 s V
sy221 d; noteds0d  1.

This model is simpler to compute by MC than a gene
case becauseE1bsCd  2NGy2 is independent ofC, so
that the weight of any chain havingD hops scales asGD .
Also, integration over (time-ordered) intermediate tim
t1, t2, . . . , tD can be made explicitly (without requiring
MC calculation), giving the factorbDyD! in the weigths,
so that it is enough to sample periodic sequences ofC’s
of variable lengthD (D  0, 2, 3, . . .) with probabilities
~ GDbDyD!. In those sequenceshC1, C2, . . . , CDj, Ci

andCi11 must differ by exactly one hop.
As an illustration, we consider a half-filledh11y2 shell

with a constant pairing strengthG  1 MeV. We plot
in Fig. 1 the thermal expectation value of the energy a

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the expectation valu
the many-body energy,kHlb , in a single-shellsh11y2d6 model
with a constant pairing strengthG  1 MeV. The squares
represent Monte Carlo results at each inverse tempera
b  T 21. The solid curve corresponds to an exact calculat
from the spectrum in the seniority model. In the inset,
show the average number of hopskkDll derived from the MC
simulations (squares) as a function of the chain lengthb.
The dashed curve, corresponding to the asymptotic (b ! `)
behavior kkDll  bGNs2V 2 Ndy4, illustrates the hindrance
due to periodic boundary conditions.
2422
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function of inverse temperature. The energy in the seni
ity model is estimated by MC from2NGy2 2 b21kkDll.
The squares are the result of MC simulations using
sample of106 sequences, while the solid line was calc
lated numerically from the exact spectrum in the senior
model. The agreement is very good. The inset in Fig
shows the corresponding average number of hopskkDll
in the chains sampled by MC (squares) as a function
the chain lengthb. For long chains,kkDll increases lin-
early with the chain length, with the asymptotic (b ! `)
behaviorkkDll  bGNs2V 2 Ndy4 (dashed line). This
is expected since it was shown in Ref. [10] that, at ze
temperature, the number of hops [15] per imaginary-tim
unit Dt follows a Poisson distribution of parametern 
DtGNs2V 2 Ndy4. For short chains, however,kkDll in-
creases quadratically, asb2G2Ns2V 2 Ndy4, and there is
a depletion in the average number of hops. That deplet
which reflects the hindrance due to periodic boundary c
ditions (D  1 is excluded), determines the specific he
in this model as shown below.

In Fig. 2, we plot the entropyS as a function of tem-
peratureT  b21. The Monte Carlo calculation ofS
in the canonical ensemble (squares) uses relationS 
lnZsbd 1 bU, where lnZsbd is obtained by numerically
integratingU from 0 to b (remember≠ lnZy≠b  2U),
usingSs0d  lns V

Ny2 d. The agreement with the exact ca
culation of S (solid line) derived from the spectrum is

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the entropy,S, calculated
from S  lnZsbd 1 bU in the same model. The Monte Carl
calculations correspond to squares, while the exact calcula
is shown as a solid curve. In the inset, we show t
corresponding results for the specific heatC, calculated by a
finite difference approximation to≠Uy≠T . The observed peak
is a clear signature of the vanishing of pair correlations a
temperature aroundT . 2 MeV.
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evident. The inset in Fig. 2 shows the temperature
pendence of the specific heatC in this model. Since
EfCstdg  2NGy2 in the seniority model, the MC es
timator is simply C . VarhDj 2 kkDll. According to
Ref. [10], for b ! `, i.e., when the effect of periodic
boundary conditions vanishes, the number of hopsD in the
chain of lengthb  MDt is distributed as a Poisson var
able of parameterm  Mn  bGNs2V 2 Ndy4; then,
C tends to zero forb ! `, as expected. An independen
method to access to the specific heat by MC is to make
of C  ≠Uy≠T  2b2≠Uy≠b. Graphically, it implies
that the tangent of the curvekkDll atb (see inset of Fig. 1)
intercepts they axis at2C; therefore, the depletion of tha
curve compared to the asymptotic curve indicates thaC
tends to a maximum and then falls to zero. The squa
obtained by MC (by numerically estimating the derivativ
of U), are in good agreement with the solid line, calculat
from the exact spectrum. The MC determination ofC from
the energy variance (not shown in Fig. 2) is also comp
ble with the exact result, but is affected by a larger stati
cal noise for largeb. The peak in the specific heat aroun
T . 2 MeV reflects the pairing phase transition; abo
that temperature, the pair correlations vanish. The M
simulations also exhibit a collapse in the measured p
ing field kDyDl near 2 MeV, withD 

P
k a2kak , which

is a clear signature of the pairing transition.
In conclusion, we have shown that a path-integ

Monte Carlo method in Fock space is well suited to d
scribing pair correlations in nuclei at finite temperatu
It allows a stochastic calculation of thermodynamic pro
erties (internal energy, entropy, specific heat, level d
sity) in the canonical ensemble; there is no need to pro
into the number of particles. The scattering of pa
in the orbits is simulated straightforwardly; for instanc
the pair occupation probabilities are measured during
simulation,not calculated. The thermal quantum expe
tation values of observables are computed efficiently
measuring the moments of the number of pair hopsD
in the path; for instance, the internal energy (or spec
heat) is related to the average (or variance) ofD. This
reveals a connection between the specific heat and a “g
metric” constraint (the periodicity of the path). Resu
for a single-shellsh11y2d6 model with a constant pairing
strength of 1 MeV are compared with a numerical calc
lation from the exact spectrum in order to ascertain
method. The observed peak in the specific heat is
sociated with the vanishing of nucleon pair correlatio
at a temperature of.2 MeV. In contrast to conventiona
path-integral MC calculations which need to discretize t
imaginary time into time slicesDt (see, e.g., [4,5]), our
MC method uses a continuous-time formalism; this is p
sible because the path integral lies in a discrete confi
ration space. Therefore, there is no time-discretizat
error (or no need to extrapolate toDt ! 0) and theonly
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residual error in our MC method is the statistical nois
which can be made arbitrarily small. The extension
these MC calculations to a more general pairing inter
tion, or to other interactions, should allow an exact d
scription of nuclear properties at high excitation energie
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